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Editorial

For many years, speech recognition was considered a very interesting research domain but
performance improvements were still very slow.
However, if we look back, important advances led
us to where we are today. After the introduction of
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), the pace of development accelerated signiﬁcantly. The size of
recognition vocabularies increased, as a result of
new training and decoding methods allowing researchers to deal with larger and larger databases.
Through the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)
and the European Language Resources Association (ELRA), many databases were made available. Availability of these databases, along with
algorithm improvements, gave birth to speakerindependent recognition systems providing reasonably good performance for many languages and
tasks. Another very important step was the emergence of speech companies focused on transferring
research results into commercial products.
The transfer of speech technology from the
laboratory into commercial applications emphasized the importance of research areas such as
robustness to noise and to the communication
channel, continuous learning, speaker and environment adaptation, pronunciation modeling,
domain adaptation and user interface design. To
make recognition systems usable in real-world
applications, it is critical to develop new technologies in these areas. One common denominator of
many proposed solutions is to use a ‘‘small’’
amount of data from the user/environment to
adapt a speaker-independent recognition system to
the current user/conditions. To permit interchanges and fruitful discussions between researchers working in these areas of adaptive

methods for speech recognition, we organized an
ISCA ITR-Workshop entitled ‘‘Adaptation
Methods For Speech Recognition’’. This workshop, sponsored by Swisscom, the Conseil General
des Alpes Maritimes and Texas Instruments, was
held in Sophia-Antipolis, France, on August 29–
30, 2001. It was successful in attracting about 75
participants from all over the world, including key
experts in this specialized area of speech communication research.
The focus of the workshop was on recent advances in adaptive methods for speech recognition
including feature and model adaptation and also
language and pronunciation adaptation. Excellent
keynote presentations by Phil Woodland (Cambridge University, UK), Shigeki Sagayama (Tokyo
University, Japan), Lou Boves (University of Nijmegen, NL/replacing Helmer Strik) and Jerome
Bellegarda (Apple Computer, USA) introduced the
topics of the sessions and paved the way for constructive debates which were animated by panelists
H. Bourlard (IDIAP, CH), W. Byrne (CLSP, the
Johns Hopkins University, USA), R. de Mori
(LIA, F) and M. Rahim (AT&T Research, USA).
This special issue of Speech Communication
derives from extended versions of the contributions presented at the workshop and additional
submissions which were compatible with the
workshop theme. The papers went through a review process before being accepted. The papers
contained in this special issue provide a representative cross-section of the issues discussed at the
workshop. They cover areas such as noise and
channel adaptation (Yao, Cerisara et al., Zhang
and Furui), speaker adaptation (Kim and Mc
Donough et al.), language adaptation (Bellegarda),
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pronunciation adaptation (Goronzy et al.) and
task adaptation (Sankar).
The workshop could not have been organized
without a great deal of help. We would like to
thank ISCA, Swisscom, the Conseil General des
Alpes Maritimes and Texas Instruments for their
sponsorship and support; Panasonic Speech
Technology Laboratory (Santa Barbara) and Institut Eurecom (Sophia Antipolis) for their support; the keynote speakers, panelists and
discussants for their time, eﬀort, and expertise; the
International Scientiﬁc Committee for reviewing
the papers submitted to the workshop; and
Stephanie Villa, secretary at the Multimedia
Communications Department during the workshop, for the amount of time, enthusiasm and
kindness she dedicated to the organization of this
event. Finally, we would like to thank the authors
who submitted the papers for this special issue and
the reviewers who did an excellent job at improving the papers.
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